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ABSTRACT

Geovisualizations are powerful tools for exploratory spatial analysis, enabling sighted users to discern patterns, trends, and relationships within geographic data. However, these visual tools have remained largely inaccessible to screen-reader users. We present AltGeoViz, a new system we designed to facilitate geovisualization exploration for these users. AltGeoViz dynamically generates alt-text descriptions based on the user’s current map view, providing summaries of spatial patterns and descriptive statistics. In a study of five screen-reader users, we found that AltGeoViz enabled them to interact with geovisualizations in previously infeasible ways. Participants demonstrated a clear understanding of data summaries and their location context, and they could synthesize spatial understandings of their explorations. Moreover, we identified key areas for improvement, such as the addition of intuitive spatial navigation controls and comparative analysis features.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Geovisualizations are interactive and dynamic visualizations of geographic information that support exploratory analysis, hypothesis generation, and communicate information [3, 37]. With improved toolkits [1, 16] and broader Internet availability, geovisualizations have become key communicative tools from visualizing COVID occurrences [32] to election results [20]. However, geovisualizations are inherently visual, making them inaccessible to screen-reader users unless the visualization creators have explicitly added alt-text [23, 36]. Even then, the alt-text is static, making it impossible for screen-reader users to explore and learn from the data interactively. Indeed, a recent study of 15 geovisualizations by Fan et al. found significant accessibility issues—none successfully conveyed complex data or higher-level spatial patterns [8].

While recent work has introduced new data visualization accessibility methods such as automatic alt-text generation [18, 24, 25], sonification [2, 10, 25], and haptic graphics [9, 34], this work is primarily aimed at traditional visualizations (e.g., bar charts, line graphs) rather than geovisualizations. One exception is Atlas.txt [31], which is a data-to-text natural language generation system that communicates geo-referenced information through screen-readers; however, it does not support interactive explorations. Other work in static map accessibility introduces techniques to verbally query data points [26], provide enhanced navigational structures [7], and extract data through sonification [35].

In this paper, we introduce and evaluate new techniques to make interactive and dynamic geovisualizations accessible to screen-reader users. Our custom system AltGeoViz auto-generates alt-text based on the user’s viewport, enabling screen-reader users to navigate, explore, and extract information from geovisualizations. Specifically, AltGeoViz communicates essential information to understand geovisualizations including viewport boundaries, zoom levels, spatial patterns and other summary statistics in any given view. To evaluate AltGeoViz, we conducted a remote, qualitative user study with five screen-reader users. Our findings suggest that AltGeoViz enables users to engage with geovisualizations in ways that were previously infeasible: participants effectively identified spatial patterns and other statistical data, and formed spatial understandings of the map based on their explorations.

In summary, we contribute: (1) AltGeoViz, an open-source system that auto-generates summaries of interactive and dynamic geovisualizations. (2) Empirical results from a qualitative evaluation of our system with five screen-reader users that demonstrates its success in providing accessible geovisualizations and future enhancement opportunities.

2 ALTGEOVIZ DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Drawing on prior strategies for generating alt-text for geovisualizations [31] and other types of visualizations [13, 15, 23], we de-
scribe AltGeoViz’s design, starting with its spatial pattern summary technique, followed by providing details on the alt-text generation and prototype implementation. We present our demo video in the supplementary materials.

2.1 Summarizing Spatial Trends

We summarize spatial patterns by dividing any given map view into a $3 \times 3$ grid, then spatially grouping regions with similar values. The $3 \times 3$ grid paradigm has previously been employed to assist blind and low-vision users with tasks such as creating graphical information [14] and exploring maps through sonification [35].

We use a four-step process for grid-based abstraction:

1. Define a bounding box, which is determined by selecting the smaller of two rectangles: the bounding box of the geographical dataset (in our example, the 48 contiguous U.S. states), or the current viewport of the browser.

2. Subdivide the bounding box into a $3 \times 3$ grid, resulting in nine grid cells, Figure 2A.

3. Assign each polygon in the geographic dataset to the grid cell that contains the polygon’s centroid, Figure 2B.

4. Aggregate within each grid cell the data values across all associated polygons, calculating the mean values, then rank the cells from 1 (highest mean) to 9 (lowest mean), Figure 2C. This process allows us to abstract and translate complex visual trends into structured, cell-based summaries.

To further simplify the grid summary into natural location descriptors, we group grid cells based on value similarity and spatial adjacency. This lets the system generate descriptions with terms like “top-right” instead of cell numbers. Once the rankings of the grid cells have been established, if four adjacent cells have sequential rankings (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6, 7, 8, 9), we classify the data value of this group as either high or low, respectively, and assign the group with a location indicator. For example, if the four cells in the top-right corner of the $3 \times 3$ grid are ranked 1 through 4, we would report the data pattern as high in the top-right corner of the current map view. If no set of four adjacent cells meet this criterion, then we check groupings of three and subsequently two. For these smaller groupings, any combination of three or two numbers within the sequences 1-2-3-4 or 5-6-7-8 would qualify as a grouping. Figure 3 lists all possible grouping scenarios and their corresponding location indicators. If no groupings exist, the system will return: ‘no particular regions with high/low [dataset name]’.

We acknowledge other techniques for summarizing spatial data, such as binning (e.g. hexbins) [22], kernel density estimation [19], and clustering algorithms such as K-means [19] or DBSCAN [33]. Most relevant to our work is Atlas.txt [30, 31], which generates descriptions using improved region growing segmentation [17].

2.2 Alt-text Design

Our alt-text design includes the geovisualization description content and interaction instructions.

### Table 1: Alt-text template and examples of each component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Alt-text Template</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boundary</td>
<td>The current view is bounded by [point A] on the top-left, [point B] on the top-right, [point C] on the bottom-right, [point D] on the bottom-left.</td>
<td>The current view is bounded by Washington on the top-left, Minnesota on the top-right, Mississippi on the bottom-right, California on the bottom-left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom Level</td>
<td>Zoom in to interact with the data at [next level]; zoom out to interact with the data at [previous level].</td>
<td>Zoom in to interact with the data at county level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Trend</td>
<td>In the current view, the [dataset name] is high in the [location]; and is low in the [location].</td>
<td>In the current view, the population density is high in the top-right; and is low in the bottom-left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremum</td>
<td>The [geographic unit] with the lowest/highest [dataset name] is [name of lowest/highest value polygon], with [dataset name] of lowest/highest data value.</td>
<td>The state with the highest population density is Ohio, with 288.18 people per square mile. The state with the lowest population density is Wyoming with 5.95 people per square mile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>The average [dataset name] of [geographic unit] in this view is [mean data value].</td>
<td>The average population density of states in this view is 73.89 per square mile.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Grid-based abstraction method for summarizing geovisualization. (A) The bounding box is subdivided into a 3x3 grid. (B) Each polygon is assigned to the grid cell containing its centroid. (C) For each cell, the data values of all associated polygons are aggregated, and the mean value is calculated. Cells are then ranked from 1 (highest) to 9 (lowest).

**Figure 3:** Possible scenarios for adjacent cells in sequential ranking and their corresponding location indicators. Yellow for four, blue for three and green for two sequentially ranked adjacent cells.
with online maps (See supplementary materials for participant education level, daily computer usage, and frequency of interaction with maps effectively (RQ1); extracting the spatial patterns and other statistics (RQ2); and synthesizing spatial understandings of map explorations (RQ3). Additionally, we explored participants’ perceptions of overall system usefulness with both Likert scales [11] and interview questions (RQ4). Participants received a $30 gift card for one hour of their time.

3.1 Participants and Procedure
We recruited five screen-reader users through mailing lists. Prior to the study, participants filled out a questionnaire to record their demographic information, screen-reader software, vision-loss level, education level, daily computer usage, and frequency of interacting with online maps (See supplementary materials for participant information table). We also provided participants a link to AltGeoViz’s tutorial site so the participant could test whether the system’s shortcut keys worked with their device.

Study sessions were conducted over Zoom with one to two researchers per session. Participants shared their screens when using AltGeoViz and could pause to ask questions at any time. See supplementary material for a demo of AltGeoViz.

Introduction and Tutorial. Sessions began with a brief overview of the project’s motivation and explanation of key concepts related to dynamic geovisualizations. To build understanding and comfort with AltGeoViz, participants then used our tutorial website, which featured an interactive choropleth map that displayed population density across the 48 contiguous U.S. states. The map included state- and county-level data drawn from the latest American Community Survey five-year estimates [4]. Once participants felt familiar with AltGeoViz, the study task commenced.

Study Task. Participants used AltGeoViz to explore a geovisualization similar to the tutorial but with a new dataset of the percentage of the population commuting to work by transit. Using AltGeoViz, participants were asked to answer the following: (1) Which U.S. region has the highest percentage of transit commuters? (2) Using pan and zoom, which county within that region has the highest percentage of transit commuters, and what is the percentage value? (3) Which state has the highest percentage of transit commuters, and how does this value compare to the county value?

Interview. Sessions concluded with semi-structured interviews and 7-point Likert scale questions on usability, perceived usefulness, and mental load (7 was the most positive). We also solicited design ideas for future screen-reader geovisualization systems.

3.2 Data and Analysis
All study sessions were audio and video recorded with user consent. Our analysis focused on summarizing high-level themes through qualitative open coding [6]. One researcher developed a set of themes based on the video transcript and observational notes, then thematically coded the responses. A second researcher verified these themes [28]. The following participant quotations were slightly modified for concision, grammar, and anonymity.

4 FINDINGS
In general, participants responded favorably to AltGeoViz, saying it enabled new interactions with geovisualizations they had not previously experienced. Participants could effectively identify spatial patterns and other statistical data, as well as form spatial understandings of maps based on their explorations. Nonetheless, participants experienced some challenges in navigating to specific desired locations. We detail key findings and suggestions for improving AltGeoViz below.

4.1 Feedback on AltGeoViz
Below, we present our findings according to our research questions. Exploring and navigating maps effectively (RQ1). Four out of five participants (80%) completed study tasks successfully via panning, zooming, and requesting viewport boundaries and data summaries. (See supplementary materials for detailed participants’ performance). Participants remarked on the novelty of the interactive experience, with P2 saying, “I have never had such an in-depth interaction with maps before,” and P5 appreciating that “the information would change depending on your perspective, which is cool.” We observed that participants enjoyed learning new spatial information and exploring geographic data distributions, particularly when the information aligned with their prior knowledge.

The one participant who did not complete the study tasks had difficulty in navigating to the specific desired location. Participants expressed confusion when panning the map did not change the county location at the center of their viewport. As each keystroke pans a fixed number of pixels, navigating across larger geographic areas often requires multiple keystrokes before centering on a new region. Most of the participants had not interacted with an interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Alt-text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Activate map</td>
<td>Now interacting with the map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>Zoom in/out</td>
<td>Zoomed [in/out] now at [state/county] level centered on [state/county name]. Press i to hear more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>Moved [up/down/left/right] now centered on [state/county name] Press i to hear more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Retrieve boundary</td>
<td>The current view is bounded by [point A] on the top-left, [point B] on the top-right, [point C] on the bottom-right, [point D] on the bottom-left. Press m to interact with the map.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: List of all shortcut keys and their associated behaviors.
similar to AltGeoViz before, but their prior experience with data visualizations led them to believe that using arrow keys would directly navigate between discrete geographic regions (P1, P4, P5), rather than positioning a sliding window to continuously pan across the map. P1 stated that “It was frustrating not being able to get to where I wanted to fast.” P2 and P3 echoed similar sentiments, with P2 mentioning, “Getting from area to area was a little bit time consuming.” Participants also mentioned that when they moved outside areas where data was available, they wanted more guidance on where to navigate next instead of just hearing “Currently out of bounds. Please move back on the map.” (P2)

Requesting information on location, spatial patterns, and other statistics (RQ2). Despite some navigational challenges, participants reported high success in requesting and understanding spatial patterns and data values once they reached the desired location. All participants felt that it was easy to request data information ($mean=7; SD=0$), had a clear understanding of the spatial summaries and other statistics provided ($mean=6.8; SD=0.4$), and gave high ratings for how easy it was to understand their location on the map at any given time ($mean=6.4; SD=0.9$). As P3 mentioned, “I like that I can find information fairly quickly.” P5 appreciated “how intuitive the shortcuts were” for interactions and noted that “it was really intuitive with which level you were zoomed in on and what your boundaries were.” P3 echoed this, saying “It gave me the boundary information, so it was very easy [to know where I was].” However, P1 warned that location awareness was straightforward given prior knowledge of U.S. geography, but would be challenging for unfamiliar regions.

Synthesizing spatial understandings from explorations (RQ3). All participants could describe the spatial paths they traversed through during the tasks, regardless of whether they completed the tasks successfully. For example, P1 recalled their navigation process in detail: “From the basic view, I needed to go to the upper-right-hand corner quickly and efficiently. So I used my big windows to zoom over, then zoom in. Zoom in to know I am in the upper-right-hand quadrant.” This illustrates how P1 synthesized the directional movements and zoom operations into a cohesive mental representation of navigating to the intended map region.

Perceived utility and mental load (RQ4). All participants felt AltGeoViz was a positive step towards making geovisualizations usable and accessible for screen-reader users. P4 spoke to the prevalence of map visualizations online but the lack of screen-reader access: “Anytime information needs to be shown, they’ll put out a map, even for my children’s school. I see them a lot, but what I don’t see is a useful summary. Even when there is, it’s just a brief overview that doesn’t answer my specific questions.”

Given such context, participants provided positive feedback and highlighted how AltGeoViz enabled new interaction experiences with map visualizations. P2 noted, “One of the grad school classes I wanted to take was GIS. But I had to forego taking that class because there was nothing like this [AltGeoViz].” Participants felt AltGeoViz provided meaningful spatial awareness and perspectives that would have been difficult to achieve through non-interactive formats. As P1 stated, “I really enjoyed being able to navigate the U.S. and just get additional data from a graphical perspective,” and “It gives me that kind of spatial awareness...whereas I would not be able to figure out that with a drop-down box.”

The introduction of a new interaction technique often comes with increased cognitive load for users. When asked about the overall mental demand of using the prototype, participants gave an average rating of 5 out of 7 ($SD=1.0$). Participants explained that this level of mental demand stemmed from the novelty of the interaction itself. As P2 stated, “I’ve never had this in-depth interaction with maps, so it required quite a bit of cognitive load initially.”

### 4.2 Suggestions for Improvements

When asked about potential improvements, participants suggested searchability, comparison capabilities, and complementary information, such as data tables.

**Searchability to enhance navigation.** To enhance navigation, participants suggested search functions to let them easily and quickly locate specific geographic regions on the map. P4 stated, “I’d like to find a way that I could just get to that specific part of the map quickly.” P3 shared this desire, stating that “I want a searchable area for my map,” and “I just wish I had a way of zooming in on a particular region.” P5 proposed that “Maybe there can be a little shortcut where you could type in the state abbreviation or the state name, and then [the system] puts you there.” In addition to search, participants also mentioned other ways to aid navigation. P1 recommended “some instant back-to-home button”, and P2 proposed the use of “one letter navigation.”

**Additional information.** Participants requested additional information, including a list of geographical units the view encompassed: “I really liked the boundaries, but I wanted more information about what was included in those boundaries or what was outside of those boundaries. Say, there are five states in your view” (P5). Others suggested an accompanying table available along with the map, “I’d like a tabular table with the data in; the map’s nice to navigate around, but I want to just select the state of Kansas instead of having to arrow all the way around” (P1).

**Comparison function.** The ability to compare statistics between multiple geographic areas was a frequently requested feature. P4 stated, “It would be nice if I could link [Oregon and Washington] together to get statistics.” Similarly, P2, inspired by the two datasets in the tutorial and the study task, wanted “a comparative analysis between population density and percentage of transit commuters” to explore potential correlations between different datasets.

### 5 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented AltGeoViz, a system that auto-generates and auto-updates summaries of interactive and dynamic geovisualizations. We found that AltGeoViz enabled screen-reader users to interact with geovisualizations in previously infeasible ways. Participants had clear understandings of spatial patterns, data values and their locations on the map. All participants were able to verbalize the pathways they took through exploring the data, which indicates AltGeoViz supported synthesizing spatial understandings.

The study also revealed that participants sometimes struggled with effective navigation using AltGeoViz, likely due to prior mental models shaped by linearly navigating web content [29] rather than 2D map exploration. Participant feedback highlighted the need for more intuitive navigation capabilities such as text-based search to avoid getting “lost”. Future iterations should also implement additional user-requested features like comparison across locations/datasets and accompanying underlying data tables.

A promising future research direction involves developing data-to-text models capable of summarizing key insights from geovisualizations in more sophisticated ways, such as employing different classification models, data aggregation techniques, and clustering algorithms. Such models have the potential to benefit not just screen-reader users, but also non-screen-reader users. Prior research has shown that accurately interpreting geovisualizations like choropleth maps requires some level of geospatial data literacy [12, 21]. Factors like color schemes, area sizing, and data classification methods can all introduce perceptual biases that hinder people’s ability to accurately discern meaningful spatial patterns from visualizations [21]. Textual descriptions that communicate underlying data patterns of geovisualizations could enhance screen-reader accessibility while serving as an interpretation aid for a broader audience.


